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WELCOME

Head of School’s Message
Moving forward together
It is healthy to reminisce about the past and many people are
now talking about getting ‘back to normal’ after this pandemic
has been defeated. However, I would like to think that instead
of us returning to life before COVID, we all think about moving
forward together. We have learnt many important lessons during
the last 24 months and we must capitalise on these innovations.
We can move forward together to a situation where the children at
Bangkok Prep can continue to experience the very best learning
experiences possible.
The CIS Report that was released in
January 2022, validated the great work
that occurs at Bangkok Prep, despite
the obstacles which have been laid
before us during the pandemic. We should all be incredible proud
that CIS Report has said this about our school:

“It is evident that the well-being of students, and the wider
community, is a foundational belief at Bangkok Prep.”
“The quality of learning at Bangkok Prep is clearly a strength of
the school. The curriculum planning in particular was very strong.”
We are looking forward to everyone being back onsite and the
children will benefit from the social development that they so
desperately need in school.
Learning with our friends and peers can not only have a positive
effect upon the wellbeing of our community, but it also allows
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us to take advantage of the wonderful
facilities and learning spaces we have at
both of our campuses. We will continue
to be vigilant and work to ensure that
our students can attend each site safely
and securely. In addition, we are looking
forward to our parents and family
members having even more access to our site once again.
I hope you enjoy reading this edition of the Prepazine and
celebrate, with us, the fantastic opportunities that have been
afforded to the children at Bangkok Prep. The recent remarkable
exam results, individual pupil progress and university destinations
are a testament to the hard work and dedication from the staff
and of course our wonderful students.
We remain very proud of our international community and we
must all remember the importance of celebrating our diversity
and focus on equality.
We are now in our 19th year of operation and it is beyond doubt
that students at Bangkok Prep are able to flourish and achieve
their potential.
Thank you all for your continued unwavering support,

Duncan J Stonehouse
Head of School

WELCOME

Head of Primary’s Message
“Dear Parents…”
Thank you to all our parents who
attended any or all of our parent
Forums in this academic year so far. The Primary School has 16
Year Group, Key Stage or Parent Representative Forums. I have
been delighted to see the attendance continue to grow as do the
positive comments and teamwork I have seen this year! Before
we begin any Parent Forum, I always ask,
“Why did you choose Bangkok Prep and why do you remain
with Bangkok Prep?”
Some of the fantastic responses that we received from parents
to these questions were as follows:
“The diversity!”
“The School’s Staff!”
“The school vision!”
“The personal touch!”
“The high standards!”

“The quality of education!”
“The atmosphere in school!”
“School restriction for Covid!”
“The transparent communication!”
“The happy children at Bangkok Prep!”
“We love the personal attention given and the consistently
comforting environment!”
“Campus is great, the teachers have been excellent, and
academic standards are high!”
I remain proud of our community and love what our parents have
to say.
Finally, from me, as our community continues to grow at a steady
rate, we look forward to the opening of our new Primary Campus,
situated alongside our amazing Secondary School Campus, which
opens in August 2023 - where we will once again be one school
on one campus!
Brad Owen
Head of Primary

“The strong community!”
“The quality of teachers!”

Head of Secondary’s Message
Prepazine allows us to reflect on and celebrate some of the days
we have already spent together. I hope you thoroughly enjoy
reading this edition and seeing some of the fantastic achievements
and opportunities students at our school have been part of.
The challenge of putting together a publication like this must
be extremely difficult; there are so many things that we could
highlight and celebrate. These pages show just some of what it
means to be part of Bangkok Prep.
We celebrate our varied backgrounds and beliefs, we aim for
excellence in our academic, creative and sporting pursuits and
we think of others as well as ourselves. We learn so much in our
subjects and in the part of the curriculum that is not as easily
described by a subject name: the skills to flourish, the ability to
make good and balanced decisions and the values that make
us who we are and who we want to be. A huge thank you to
our students, families and all the staff that help us always move
forward together.

I hope these examples make you smile
too and anticipate all that is to come.
Of course we are ambitious, determined
and hard working but we are also having
fun and finding our passions along the
way. So, please enjoy looking through
these examples of what it means to
be part of Bangkok Prep and dream of
the days and weeks to come. There is
nothing that we can not set out to do. Our time in education can
be the most formative and transformational experience. And we
never stop learning. We just need to dream big, take chances and
rely on the strong community around us: we lift each other up.

Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary
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SCHOOL NEWS
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SCHOOL NEWS

BANGKOK
PREParing for
a greener future…
I am very proud to update you on the development of our new Primary
Campus at T77 - Sukhumvit 77. Our new state of the art Primary Campus
will be open for 3 - 11 Year olds starting in August 2023.
Situated next to our award winning Secondary Campus, the new Primary
Campus includes a wealth of innovative features designed to enhance high
quality learning and sustain the development of healthy flourishing children.
Nestled in amongst the lush greenery, Sansiri Backyard Chul Farm, cafes
and low rise modern accommodation, this move ensures a safe, secure and
healthy environment for your children to continue their education. You can
choose many routes to access the school depending where you live. Please
scan the QR code below to see where we are located on Google Maps.

Google Maps

https://bit.ly/3pchknU

One School,
One Campus
Video

https://bit.ly/3BOnwr7

With nearly two decades of sustainable
development, Bangkok Prep continues to lead the
way in environmental education, not to mention
our continued Green flag accreditations. We truly
believe that this new location provides for a greener
future for our children.
The COVID pandemic has challenged us all, and
the design of the new Campus facilities have been
future-proofed to ensure Bangkok Prep children
will breathe fresh, clean air whilst protecting them
from COVID and the deteriorating air quality in
central Bangkok. The focus of the building is on
sustainability and will include a ‘FreshAir System’
which provides clean air and ventilation throughout
- as a preventative measure to alleviate both PM2.5
and COVID issues.
Duncan J Stonehouse
Head of School
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SCHOOL NEWS

CIS Accreditation 2022
In November 2021, the Council of International Schools (CIS) visited our school. Their role is to
provide expert validation of high quality international education and they only issue accreditation
to the very best international schools in the world.
We are delighted to inform you that that the CIS Report validates that Bangkok Prep is an excellent school. This means that we have
been fully and officially reaccredited and there are no major recommendations.
We should all be very proud that these statements are the summary of the CIS Report 2022:
Duncan J Stonehouse
Head of School

To find out more about CIS and the schools that are CIS accredited, please scan this QR code:
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ECO UPDATES

Eco HQ Update

The Eco HQ is expected to be finished in mid May 2022.
Construction has been going well with the latest work being
carried out on the walls and the completion to the structure of
the roof. For more information, please visit our ECO HQ page
by scanning the QR code below.

Scan to visit
our Eco HQ page
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SCHOOL EVENTS

Internationally Minded Week 2021

Internationally Minded Week was celebrated throughout the school
in late November 2021. During the week, children and adults dressed
in national costumes and outfits. Children, teachers and staff were
also able to travel the world through cuisine during our school meals
throughout the week.
What a fun and insightful week it was – full of internationally
minded activities and learning including internationalism and global
citizenship. The teachers were all so proud of the effort made by
all year groups. It was a fantastic sight to see all of the students’
different clothes and cultural costumes whilst celebrating diversity
together.
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SCHOOL EVENTS

Congratulations Primary Soloists!

Congratulations to our wonderful
Primary Soloists! On Thursday 17th
February we had our first exciting
Primary Music event of the year:

Ally, Chatchart, Tushir and Yuson in
Year 3, Pasin in Year 4, Sasha and
Christy in Year 5, Ken, Bam, Mita,
Leeya, Lincoln and Boss in Year 6KM.

The Primary Soloist Recital! Thirteen
students performed a range of pieces
from classical to contemporary with
voice, violin, ukulele, and piano. Our
performers were:

Well done on your fantastic
performances! We look forward to
more Music events in the near future!

Catherine Frisbie
Head of Primary Music

A Festive Finale!
Here are just some of the highlights from the Bangkok Prep
Secondary Christmas Extravaganza that took place on the last
day of Term 1. A huge round of applause to all the students
that performed with so much passion.
Simon Green
Head Secondary Music
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SCHOOL EVENTS

Happy Lunar New Year

Lunar New Year at Primary:
This year is the year of
the tiger!
新年快乐，恭喜发财！

May the year of the tiger bring you and your family happiness
and prosperity.
On Monday, January 31st, Lunar New Year’s eve, our primary
students all dressed up and had the chance to celebrate this special
day with their friends and teachers. Students had a fantastic week
celebrating and learning.

Happy New Year of
the Tiger at Secondary!

Students were able to watch a presentation created by Mandarin students
explaining the story behind the 12 zodiac animals along with many of the
traditions and customs that take place around this special time of year.

虎年大吉 万事如意

The Mandarin department, along with its students and support from the
school admin team, spent much time and effort creating the beautiful
decorations that adorn our school to welcome in the New Year. This
year they have ensured to do this in a responsible and green manner; by
recycling materials to paint and use as decorations.
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SCHOOL EVENTS

Bangkok Prep & AIS
Electronic Waste Campaign
Bangkok Prep is fully committed to environmental education and
sustainability! And we are proud to be the only international school
in Thailand that is working with AIS (Thailand’s largest GSM mobile
phone operator) on the Electronic Waste campaign.
Students are now back on campus and they are able to deposit
their E-Waste in the paper box bin by the security guard counter
at both campuses.
The following 5 kinds of E-Waste are accepted;
• Mobile phones
• Tablets
• Phone battery
• Power banks
• Chargers
• Headphones and wires

The toxic chemicals from this deteriorating waste are contaminating the environment, meaning that every living thing, including you,
is at greater risk of encountering these toxic chemicals unless they are disposed of responsibly.

Careers Day

With Special Guest Speaker Khun Parit W.
On Tuesday 8th February, students throughout
the Secondary School had the opportunity to
engage with several activities related to careers
and their future ambitions. The day included
students in Years 10 and 11 learning how to
interact with Unifrog as they map out their future
study and work plans, while those in younger year
groups were able to consider their strengths and
interests, and how these align with the subjects
they study.
We were extremely lucky to invite guest speaker,
Khun Parit Itim Wacharasindhu, to share his
thoughts with our Year 12 and 13 students. His
“12 tips for navigating future careers” were
inspiring and forward-thinking. Our students
really connected with the messages Khun Parit
conveyed.
Following on from this talk, Year 12 and Year 13
students were fortunate enough to connect with
our Bangkok Prep alumni, with a panel of guests
from Class of 2013, Class of 2015, Class of 2018,
Class of 2020 and Class of 2021. The Q&A session
was a great opportunity for our students to hear,
first-hand, what it is like transitioning from school
to university and the world of work.
Alison Cantrill
Head of Careers & Pathways
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

Outstanding Cambridge
Learner Award
Prae wants to be a doctor; first-hand experience has inspired her and she quite
rightly admires the care and support that doctors and nurses provide people
when they need it most.
On the first day of the mocks, Prae already had some wonderful successes to
rely on: She has already achieved her IGCSE First Language Thai in May/June
2021. Prae achieved an A* and has been recognised by Cambridge Assessment
International Education with a prestigious Outstanding Learner Award.
Prae is a learner who achieved the highest standard marks in Thailand for this
subject!! Amazing!! Congratulations to Prae!
We are always very proud of our students when they achieve awards like these
and we hope to be able to celebrate with more students and their families again
after examinations this year.
This is what Prae said to me:
Set goals for yourself and ask the people around you for their support and
input to achieve those goals. Talk to your family and your teachers. Speak to
friends who have similar ambitions and goals to make your plans together and
support each other.
In a few words Prae reminds us all of how students, teachers and families are
the team that help us to achieve our potential. Thank you Prae.
Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary

Primary
Maths Day 2022

Genius Hour at
Primary

On Friday 11th February, Maths Day was
celebrated across the Primary campus.
Each class completed a fun Maths
activity and joined in an exciting Maths
assembly. Take a look at the photos to
see what was going on!

In Term 1, during Genius Hour, Year 6 designed and made their
own World War 2 artefacts. The students chose one area of
interest to research and then applied their design technology
skills to create an artefact, which revealed what life was like
for different groups of people during the war. The children
have all worked incredibly hard to develop their independence
and resilience during the project and should be really proud
of their efforts!

Well done to all of our keen young
mathematicians.
Emily Webb
Leader of KS2 Maths
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Jessica Youlton
Year 6 Leader & Teacher

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

The only team from Thailand...

From Nearly 1300 Global Teams to the Last 50!
Congratulations to Proctor Investments who
are the only team from Thailand in the list of
50 teams (chosen out of nearly 1300 teams
globally) to be participating in the semi-finals of
the University of Pennsylvania’s ‘Wharton Global
High School Investment Competition 2021-22’!
The review teams said “We were impressed by the
strength of your investing knowledge, creativity
and teamwork. Congratulations on your team’s
excellent achievement!”
In our community update on the 1st October
we shared that our Bangkok Prep teams had
begun their strategising to build a portfolio using
$100,000 in virtual cash! All our teams did an
amazing job over the next 10 weeks and it is with
joy that we can inform you one of our teams made
it to the semifinals of the Wharton Global High
School Investment Competition 2021-22!
Well done to all the teams that took part and
thank you so much to Ms Arora, Mr Groves and Mr
Kumar who supported our students throughout
as their official advisors.
Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary

Advent of Code 2021 Competition

In Term 1, our students were involved in was the Advent of Code 2021 competition
at Bangkok Prep. Advent of Code is a yearly Christmas-themed competition where
a new programming puzzle is released at midday for every day of advent. Every
year the competition has hundreds of thousands of participants, and many of these
are professional programmers working in the software development industry. The
fact that we have such competent students who are able to participate in this event
highlights the calibre of the young computer scientists we have at Bangkok Prep!

Well done to members of
Year 10 IGCSE Computer
Science cohort for their
performance in Advent
of Code 2021.

Christopher Hall
Teacher of Computer Science & Exams Officer
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

Oxford AQA
Go Further Awards 2021
- Bangkok Prep Students, Teachers and Staff Recognised
Outstanding Student Award 2021!
Jenny R

Three Bangkok Prep students, teachers and staff
have been recognised in the Oxford AQA Go
Further Awards 2021.
The Go Further Awards, from the Oxford AQA
organisation, recognise the exceptional efforts
of students and school staff from all around the
world. So we are extremely proud to share the
Bangkok Prep winners who went above and
beyond in 2021.
Huge congratulations to the following teachers
and students who have been recognised by the
Oxford AQA Go Further Awards 2021!
Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary

Heart of the School award 2021!
Nantawat Sintagerd
Our first award winner was given the
“Heart of the School Award” from
Oxford AQA - congratulations to
Khun Ta for his tireless commitment
to ensuring the smooth running
of school life during the Covid-19
pandemic. Khun Ta is definitely
key to ensuring the wellbeing of
students, staff and teachers during
the pandemic.

Outstanding Teacher Award 2021!
Olivia Gonzalez
Emma Parker
Both Emma Parker and Olivia
Gonzalez received “Outstanding
Teacher Awards” and two of their
students received “Outstanding
Student Awards” which is fantastic
news for Adiya (class of 2020) and
for Jenny in Year 13.

FOBISIA
Mathematics
Online
Competition
We had quite a few of our budding
Mathematicians volunteer to take part in
the KS2 & KS3 FOBISIA Mathematics online
competitions in October, there were several
rounds to be involved in - individual, team &
video challenge.
All rounds were online, students competed
against Mathematicians from other FOBISIA
schools in Bangkok and across SE Asia (South
Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam & China).
KS2 achieved a fantastic 1st place in the
video challenge: Fumika K and Sayo K,
congratulations!
A total of 5 silver awards and 10 Bronze awards
for Bangkok Prep students were earned!

And our winning KS3 students were:
Alex G - Year 9 Silver
Rasshmi T - Year 8 Silver
Maya K - Year 8 Silver
Yui S - Year 9 Silver
Parth T - Year 8 Bronze
Seojin J - Year 7 Bronze
Matt J - Year 8 Bronze
Mo K - Year 9 Bronze
Kiarash N - Year 7 Bronze
Ayaka F - Year 8 Bronze
Pip P - Year 9 Bronze
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Congratulations to our winners from
Primary KS2:
Muhtashimur R - Year 6 Silver
Ivy L - Year 5 Bronze
Mel J - Year 6 Bronze
Sosuke N - Year 5 Bronze

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

KS2 Reading
Rangers

Well done and thank you to all 37 of our
KS2 Reading Rangers who are doing a
fantastic, pro-active job! They ensure
all reading books are in the correct
coloured zone for children to choose
from, all books are upright and kept in
high quality condition and oversee the
running and organisation of our reading
room. Our reading rangers even have a

book hospital for books that may need a
little bit of love and care.
Responsibility is one of our Bangkok
Prep life values, and we offer many
o p p o r t u n i t i e s fo r p o s i t i o n s o f
responsibility to children across our
primary school, whatever their interests.
Daniel Chandler
Year 3 Teacher

UKMT Mathematics
Challenge 2021

UKMT Junior Mathematics
Challenge 2021

UKMT Senior Mathematics
Challenge 2021

In Term 3 of last year, 62 students from Year 7 and 8 took part
in the annual UKMT Junior Maths Challenge. To recognise the
highest performers in the Challenge, only the top-scoring 40%
of participants are awarded Bronze, Silver and Gold certificates
in the ratio 3:2:1. 76% of Bangkok Prep participants received a
Certificate including an impressive 10 Gold Certificates. This
indicates how highly our mathematicians have achieved. Maya
achieved ‘Best in Year’ 7 and Hajin achieved ‘Best in Year’ 8
along with the ‘Best in School’ badge on her certificate.

Earlier this year, 81 students from KS4 and KS5 took part in
the prestigious UKMT Senior Maths challenge. The Senior
Mathematical Challenge is a 90-minute, multiple-choice
Challenge and it encourages mathematical reasoning,
precision of thought, and fluency in using basic mathematical
techniques to solve interesting problems, with the topscoring 66% of students receiving a Bronze, Silver or Gold
award in the ratio 3:2:1.

Hajin and Pip both qualified for the follow on round, the Junior
Maths Olympiad. Both students performed really well and
answered complex mathematical problems showing excellent
reasoning skills. Hajin achieved a Certificate of Merit and Pip
achieved a certificate of Distinction.
Well done to all participants.

75% of our participating Bangkok Prep students received an
award, amassing an impressive haul of 13 Gold awards, 22
Silver awards and 26 Bronze awards.
Special recognition must go to Atty in Year 10, who achieved
an impressive 125 out of 125. Full marks, amazing!
Best in Year 11: Soham
Best in Year 12: Rishabh
Best in Year 13: Hunter
Jonathan England
Mathematics and Computing Faculty Leader
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SPORTS

KS1 and KS2 Sports Day 2021

KS1 Sports Day took place in the morning of Tuesday 14th December and
KS2 Sports Day was held on Wednesday 15th December, each year group
took part in a half day competition. Both Sports Days were held at our
Primary Campus and it was lovely to see all the children in their House
t-shirt and PE kit on their respective Sports Day.
KS1 Sports Day events included children showcasing their Fundamental
Movement Skills (FMS) - balance, coordination, agility, jumping,
scooting, hopping, crawling and target aiming. KS1 children showed their
understanding of their activities and participated with enthusiasm and
team spirit throughout their morning.
Joanne North
Head of Primary PE
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SPORTS

Sports Fixtures Resume!

BISA U13 - U19 Boys & Girls Swimming
On Wednesday 9th March the swimming pool at secondary saw some
FASSSST SWIMMING from our U13-U19 team against St Andrews for our
very first BISA Swimming League Round 1. Congratulations to all of our
fantastic Bulldog Swimmers!!! GO BULLDOGS!!

U13-U19
Touch Rugby
The U13-U19 Touch Rugby
students have some real talent.
Their handling has improved
dramatically, as has the speed
of their play. No doubt this is
down to some of the players
having recently experienced
National Squad training.

U11 Touch Rugby
It was brilliant to see our U11 Touch Rugby
squad enjoying their first fixtures at the start
of March. A rapidly growing sport at Bangkok
Prep, which the children have loved learning
and playing, transferring lots of different skills
from other sports into a new sport.

U11 Football
It’s exciting times on the football
pitch for our U11 Girls in Term 2 as
we return to training and playing
competitive games. GO BULLDOGS!!

Follow our sports Instagram page
@bangkokprep_sport
for all the latest news.

Michael McFarlane
Whole School Director of Sport
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UNIVERSITY OFFERS

Congratulations on your University Offers
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More updates are coming soon. To view the
university destinations of our 2022 cohort,
please scan this QR code to see our Higher
Education News pages.

ALUMNI NEWS

Alumni Highlight
Talented Talay

Our notable alumni, Attawee Pornjaiharn, is a smart and young
entrepreneur who is the founder of one of Bangkok’s finest dessert
shops called @loaflay selling premium donuts. Talay is part of Bangkok
Prep Class of 2015.
Talay joined Bangkok Prep in Year 8. He said that he was always
impressed with Bangkok Prep’s way of teaching and was always eager
to learn. He also shares that his most favourite memory with friends
at school was the residential trip to Pranburi.
“Whenever I look back on my days at Bangkok Prep, I just remember
all the fun I had and how happy I was. And I am sure that a lot of
things that happened to me during those times really shaped who
I am today”.
As mentioned earlier, our talented alumni is a Founder and Creative
Director of LOAFLAY. Loaflay is an online bakery that Talay and his
younger sister Yayee (also a Bangkok Prep Alumni) founded. Talay
shares with us that he has plans to open a dessert cafe next year. Apart
from Loaflay, Talay is also the Director of Marketing and Corporate
Communications for Cruff Snack Co., Ltd. where they offer a variety
of truffle chips. Talay is also passionate about services for the country
where he strongly believes in building the future of Thailand together.
Super impressive!
Loaflay is crafted from Talay and Yayee’s love for Japanese culture.
From the bakery itself, packaging or service, they make sure that
the branding is on point. They have previously collaborated with
MachiMachi, a milk tea brand from Taiwan which has 40 branches in
12 countries in creating an Afternoon Tea set. And they also have an
ongoing collaboration with Guss Damn Good where they created an
ice cream flavour called “Quality Time’’ together.
He leaves us with a sweet message that “I believe the way you grow
up shapes who you are. I am lucky that I got the chance to grow up
in Bangkok Prep and met wonderful teachers and friends. Many of
my closest friends are from Bangkok Prep. I truly had the best time. I
also learnt how to become hardworking and responsible during school
days and it helps me in my work life today.”
For those of you who want to share your story, please feel free to
contact us at shalinim@bkkprep.ac.th or send us a message on
Instagram / Facebook @bangkokprepalumni

To order Loaflay, please visit their Instagram store at @loaflay.

Shalini Malhotra (Sharon)
Alumni Relations Officer
Class of 2015

To follow our
alumni page

To register
as alumni
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